INVITATION FOR OFFERS FOR PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE WITHIN THE SI-HU PRO PROJECT
(WORK PACKAGE COMMUNICATION)
Within work package communication partner ITC (Innovation Technology Cluster Murska Sobota)
would like to invite tenderers to give offers for promotional package with on-printed logos of the
project as stated and as shown as examples below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
sewing)
10.
11.

roll-up 1 pc (85 cm * 200 cm; aluminium frame; PTP carrier bag)
flask 200 pc (BPA-less, min. 600 ml, leak-proof, with handhold)
high-visibility vest 200 pc (fastened by velco, wide, 100% polyester, yellow colour)
textil shopping bag 200 pc (collapsible,with handles , 15 liter capacity)
reflective band 200 pc (arm and leg, yellow colour)
recycled waterproof bag (to tour) (string-shoulderstrap, front high-visibility band, min.35 cm * 41 cm)
mini flashlight 200 pc (aluminium 9 LED flashlight)
thermos 200 pc (400-450 ml capacity, double-walled stainless material)
cyclist raincoat 200 pc (with loose-fitting and hood, thigh-long, waterproof material, waterproof
pen 200 pc (white pen, blue colour, non-refilled)
block 200 pc (with 48 + 4 pages, A4, cover: 300 grams).

EXAMPLES OF MATERIALS WITH ON-PRINTED LOGOS:

roll-up 1 pc (85 cm * 200
cm; aluminium frame;
PTP carrier bag)

flask 200 pc (BPA-less,
min. 600 ml, leak-proof,
with handhold)

high-visibility vest 200 pc
(fastened by velco, wide,
100% polyester, yellow
colour)

textil shopping bag 200 pc
(collapsible,with handles ,
15 liter capacity)

reflective band 200 pc
(arm and leg, yellow
colour)

recycled waterproof bag
(to
tour)
(stringshoulderstrap, front highvisibility band, min.35 cm
* 41 cm)

mini flashlight 200 pc
(aluminium 9 LED
flashlight)

thermos 200 pc (400-450
ml capacity, doublewalled stainless material)

cyclist raincoat 200 pc
(with loose-fitting and
hood, thigh-long,
waterproof material,
waterproof sewing)

pen 200 pc (white pen,
blue colour, non-refilled)

block 200 pc (with 48 + 4
pages, A4, cover: 300
grams)

Deadline for delivery of printed materials is 15. August 2020.

